
OKMULGEE COUNTY FARM BURIAL SITE INVESTIGATION 

 

Every so often, the topic is brought up in our meetings about the location of 

burial’s for people who died at the Okmulgee County Farm (typically referred to as the 

“poor farm”). 

Below is some information collected, along with some ideas should any Society 

members like to pursue the subject further. 

The Okmulgee County Farm was, probably, established during the depression 

and appears to have lasted at least into the 1950’s based on some member’s memories.  

County Farms were established as places for poor, or out-of-work individuals and 

families, to live until they could get back on their feet.  Presumably, residents 

contributed to the farm chores in a variety of ways in exchange for room and board.  In 

actuality, how much the farm itself supported the residents and how much came from 

government subsidies is not readily available from casual research. 

Information on the internet about County Farms in Oklahoma is difficult to find.  

However, a reference was stumbled upon which stated the farm was located within the 

SW/4 of Section 16 in Township 13 North, Range 13 East.  This describes a ½ mile 

square, or 160 acres, located on the northeast corner of 36th street and Mission in 

Okmulgee.  It was not stated how many acres were owned by the county within this 160-

acre description.  Depending upon the size and type of operation, 20 to 160 acres, would 

certainly not be unreasonable.  Less than 20 acres would seem to be insufficient and 

more than 160 acres seems large by today’s standards.  However, the yield per acre was 

less then, as compared to now, so 160 acres cannot be discounted.  

Fortunately, there are still people alive with firsthand knowledge of the location 

of the buildings on the farm.  Also, these buildings can be seen in decades old aerial 

photographs held by the public library.  Now gone, the residents and farm buildings 

were located about 1/3 mile east of Mission on the north side of 36th street.  The main 

buildings set back about 300 feet from the road. After the buildings were demolished, a 

residence was constructed about 150 feet southwest of their location and is still in use.   

The existence, and location, of the farm is known, but the lingering question has 

been: “Were residents buried on the farm, or were they buried elsewhere?  If buried on 

the farm, where would the burials be and would there be any identifiable headstones 

left?”.   Remember these burials were for the poor.  Elaborate tombstones would not be 

expected.  Some hand inscribed sandstone and long gone wooden crosses would have 

been the norm.  

In November 2020 an OCGS member noticed a burial card, dating from 1941, 

which mentioned a man who had been “buried at the Okmulgee county farm”.  The 

name, Frank Grether, led to an obituary which also stated he had lived at the county 

farm.  At 73, he had lived at the farm only 4 months and was ill the entire time.  Other 



than being a “transient - sheep farmer from Wyoming”, nothing about him or his family 

had been mentioned by him prior to his death. 

The term “potter’s field”, originated from the story of Judas in the bible.  It is a 

general term used to described a place where unknown, unclaimed, or indigent persons 

are buried.  For centuries, cities often set aside a piece of lesser valued land to bury 

those too poor to pay for a so called “proper” burial.  Elderly residents in Okmulgee still 

make reference to “potter’s field out by the Poor Farm”.  Could this mean a larger area 

was set aside to bury the poor in Okmulgee County?  Or just those who passed away 

while living at the farm? 

The Okmulgee Cemetery has an area designated for the poor, also known as 

potter’s field.  Other nearby towns have cemeteries with potter’s fields as well.  The 

discovery of a large county-owned potter’s field is not expected based upon what is 

known, but cannot be ruled out entirely.  The Okmulgee Cemetery is only 1.5 miles from 

the County Farm and could easily have been used for their burials. 

The information which follows is to assist anyone wishing to explore the history 

of the Okmulgee County Farm. 

In 1971 the Genealogical Society of Okmulgee produced their book entitled 

“Cemetery Records of Okmulgee County Oklahoma”.  In it they documented what they 

referred to as Okmulgee County Cemetery – Potter’s Field. 

 

Again, the question is raised.  Is this a potter’s field for the whole county or is it a cemetery for 

residents of the farm owned by the County? 

A couple of things to notice here.  The location given is not specific enough, as it 

describes an area of 40 acres (¼ mile by ¼ mile) at the N.E. corner of 36th and Mission.  

This legal description does lie within the 160-acres mentioned earlier.  By dividing the 



160 acres into 4 equal squares of 40 acres each, the description of burials in the book 

would be in the SW quarter of the 160 acres.  The farm buildings would be in the 

adjacent 40 acres to the east, or the SE quarter.   

As shown, the Society documented 29 recognizable burials.  Four of which were 

marked by inscriptions.  These were Arthur Baker (d. 1935), Frank L. Baker (d. 1938), 

Ina Osborne (d. 1933) and Austin D. Smith (d. 1941).  Two other burials are included, 

found from mortuary records. John Meek (d. 1919) and Charles Samuel E. Winkler (d. 

1918).  These last two being too early for the existence of the “poor farm” as we 

understand it.  Could this be evidence of the existence of a county wide potter’s field 

which pre-dates the farm? 

The OCGS has recently completed transcribing basic information from 5,900 

funeral records from the Cantrell-Davis funeral homes.  As luck would have it, we have 

the original index cards for the burials of Mr. Meek and Mr. Winkler. The same 

information reviewed by Society members in 1971.   

Mr. Meek’s card clearly states he was buried in the Potter’s Field of the Park 

Cemetery in Okmulgee.  Park Cemetery being the short name for the Okmulgee Park 

Cemetery formed in 1909 and located on (now) Highway 75.  This happens to be one 

mile west of the legal description for the burial ground discovered in 1971.  The 

Okmulgee Cemetery has been in continuous operation for 111 years.  Mr. Winkler’s 

burial card is less specific, only noting he was buried in “Potter’s Field”.  An examination 

of Okmulgee Cemetery records did not reveal either Mr. Meek or Mr. Winkler.  This was 

not surprising as potter’s field records are incomplete. 

This brings us back to the 29 burials with 4 names surviving to 1971.  Twenty-

Nine burials in an area ¼ mile by ¼ mile… covering 1,721,400 sq. ft.  To avoid looking 

for a needle in a haystack the next thing I tried was a posting to several Facebook 

groups.  These groups all share an interest in different aspects dealing with Okmulgee, 

so they are read by a wide range of Okmulgee residents and expatriates. 

The request posted was a general inquiry into any knowledge of burial grounds 

associated with the Okmulgee County Farm, otherwise known as the poor farm.  Several 

responses were received but only two had relevant information. 

Lavad Brooks mentioned the burial grounds for the poor farm are located on the NE 

corner of 36th and Mission.   

Adam Branch provided the most pertinent information.  He stated his dad used to own 

“Parker’s house” and on the northeast corner of 36th and Mission there are headstones.  

Not far from the street but the tall grass has not been mowed in 20 years.   

Since the “Parker house” is about 1/3 of a mile north of the intersection more 

details were requested. This resulted in the fact the land was still owned by Sherry 

Parker and the fence on the property had been erected to exclude the portion where the 



graves were located.  Thus, leaving a portion, unfenced, “right in the corner of the area 

northeast of 36th and Mission”. 

Traci and I decided to see if we could find any indication of the site described.  

The tall grass turned out to be brush as high as 6 ft. tall.  Where the grass met the 

original tree line, large trees had fallen over covering portions of the potential search 

area.  Trees, saplings and thorny vines makes the area very difficult to traverse. 

 

 

The growth is 

so thick it is 

possible to 

walk right past 

a grave marker 

and never see 

it.  Which is 

precisely what 

happened.   

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, after a long 

search we 

discovered a pair 

of grave markers 

within four feet of 

where we had 

been standing only 

minutes after 

starting the quest.  



   

 

 

The first marker found was from the Buchanan Funeral Home and says “ Ulia A 

Shin ”.  Even after 84 years the letters slide easily from side to side. This made me 

wonder if perhaps the first name had been Julia and the “J” has popped out.  I did a test 

search on the 1930 census for the entire U.S. and found 151 times the name “Ulia” was 

listed as the first name.  In contrast, the name Julia occurred over 3,900,000 times for 

the same census. 

I then searched the 1930 census and family trees on Ancestry and could not come 

up with a Julia/Ulia Shin.  But it also should be noted the middle letter “A” slides easily 

and could be a letter in the last name.  In addition, there is room for more letters at 

either end of the last name.  Letters which may have gone missing over the years. I did a 

search of death certificates in Oklahoma with last names containing “shin” anywhere as 

part of the name and did not find a fit for this burial. 



 

The second marker, positioned about 3 feet to the east of the first, is for Dwain 

Smith who was born and died in 1941.  Although not quite legible the marker appears to 

be from Buchanan Funeral Home as well.  No birth or death certificate was found in 

Oklahoma for this person. 

Interestingly, the 1971 inventory mentioned finding an Austin D. Smith who died 

in 1941 at age 1 day.  Could these be one person named Austin Dwain Smith and the 

temporary marked grave had a stone added later?  No evidence of any stone marker was 

found by us. 

Within 5 feet of these two markers were 2 rusted markers with no names/ 

 



 

Based on the position of the 

markers, the four graves were 

laid out like this. 

The undergrowth was so dense 

we could not find any evidence 

of any other markers, 

headstones, or indeed any rocks 

of any kind. 

 

 

 

A current google earth picture showing the relationship of points of interest: 

 



After leaving the site, and comparing notes with the 1971 inventory, we realized 

the markers we found were not on the 1971 list. Another trek through the underbrush 

was in order.  If nothing else, to better document a description of where the graves were 

found. 

Even though we knew exactly where they were located we still did not find the 

markers until we were right on top of them.  As best we could, we started expanding our 

search outward from the 4 graves.  This time being more aggressive in making a path 

through the brush. 

 

 



 

Our efforts were 

rewarded when we 

came across this 

headstone: 

 

 

             INA 

         OSBORNE 

        BORN APRIL 29 

             1916 

        DIED AUG 

               17 

(year was beneath ground level) 

 

 

 

 

 

This headstone is a match to the information found from the 1971 inventory.  We had 

located the same site as was recorded in the County Cemetery Book. 



 

 

Now that the same burial ground had been located, a more complete picture 

began to take form.  Assuming the fence line had been accurate in excluding the entirety 

of the cemetery, a space which was approximately 50 feet by 200 feet could be 

identified.   

There is a telephone pole on the east side of Mission 100 feet north of the 

intersection.  The rock headstone for Osborne is located 20 feet directly east of the 

telephone pole.  The 4 temporary markers are located another 20 feet east and 15 feet 

south of the rock headstone. 



If the entire amount of space were used, the area found could conceivably 

accommodate about 275 graves. Realistically, a well-managed area of that size, - with 

properly spaced graves and pathways - would bring the number down to 200 or less. 

Twenty-nine graves were found in 1971, not counting the 2 we identified.  To 

place things in perspective, we know at least 1/3rd of the graves at the Okmulgee 

Cemetery, do not have headstones.  A poor farm, whether maintained or not, would 

have considerably more graves without headstones or markers.  There could easily be 3 

or 4 times as many graves without markings as there are with markers.  Conservatively 

speaking, there are probably at least 40 to 100 total graves at this location.  Perhaps 

more. 

One last fact remains to be discussed.  In 1971, the Genealogical Society identified 

Frank L. Baker as being buried there.  This was based on a headstone recorded.  Our 

website’s obituary index found a match to this Frank L. Baker.  The obituary said he died 

at age 58 of a heart attack.  It mentioned he had run a fruit stand and died at his home 

while fixing a chair in the backyard.  Obviously Mr. Baker was not a resident of the 

Okmulgee County Farm at the time of his death.  Was he connected with the farm in 

some fashion, perhaps through his fruit stand?  His burial begs the question: Was the 

burial ground a potter’s field for all residence of the city/county?  The same question 

with which we originally started.   

 

POSSIBLE NEXT STEPS 

Due to other tasks in progress, this is as far as Traci and I can take this particular 

project at the present time.  However, there are several directions this information could 

lead someone who enjoys research.   

Here are some ideas members may wish to pursue, independently or in a group.  

A meeting is not necessary for anyone wishing to tackle further research.  If members 

are interested in forming a group effort I can coordinate contact among those members, 

if needed. In addition, if you embark on research independently, if you will let me know 

the extent of your curiosity I can make sure efforts are not being duplicated.  We do not 

want a lot of different people pestering the County offices or Funeral Homes for records, 

for instance. 

  Possible ideas are: 

1. Land records should be reviewed to see if this particular corner was owned by the 

County during the time frame of the burials found, 1933 to 1941.  Conceivably, we 

could have just stumbled upon an abandoned farm (family) cemetery. 

2. If land records support County ownership, then I wonder what records the 

County may still have?  There may be an old ledger tucked away in a County 

archive detailing the names of all persons buried on the Farm.  If so, this would 

be a great addition to contribute to findagrave or our website.  None of the graves 



mentioned here have been added to findagrave because it has not been 

determined whether the cemetery associated with the County Farm, a private 

cemetery, or a city/county potter’s field. 

3. I have created a separate list of approximately 2,000 funeral home cards from 

our Cantrell-Davis project.  These were the cards found for dates between 1930 

and 1950.  If some member of our group has experience with Excel and flash 

drives and wishes to tackle it, I can suggest another project.  Finding out how 

many Davis cards mentions potter’s field or the County Farm.  I can setup a flash 

drive with scans of all cards and an Excel file where by clicking on each name, 

Excel will pull up the corresponding card for review.  Since there is no typing 

involved, just looking for place of burial, this could be a one-person project.  

4. Since we know at least two burials were conducted by Buchanan Funeral Home, if 

someone knows, or can find out, which Funeral Home inherited their records it 

may be possible to obtain permission to review the ledger books for at least the 

period 1935 to 1945.  Again, looking for mention of place of burial. 

5. It could be interesting if information could be found for the people identified so 

far.  Someone may wish to try their hand on the internet to find out more about 

these names.  If family trees could be found on Ancestry, we may be able to 

contact relatives and provide a place of burial they did not have before. 

6. If someone in our group knows Sherry Parker it would be enlightening to find out 

if she knows anything about the history of the property or the cemetery. 

7. If anyone has other suggestions or ideas, they wish to pursue, please let me know. 

8. I DO NOT recommend a clean-up project.  Initial clean-up will require some 

major effort which could easily damage what is there.  In addition, long term care 

would have to be turned over to the city or county whose track record is one of 

damaging stones and markers with their mowing equipment. In this case, letting 

them rest in peace and allowing nature to reclaim its own is kinder than the 

damage caused by humans. 

 

Hope we can add to this story.  You can contact me at Darrell@ocgs.com. 
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